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In Igi 2 Game & Trainer, as in the real
game, a street fighting game with

anime-style graphics, you are a ninja.
The objective is to get into your

opponent's guard in order to strike
while he is least prepared. Just like in
the real game, you only have a light
attack (or Igi-kun's "kinokuchaku")

when he is in your guard. The game
features interesting game-play

elements, such as the ability to dive
into the opponent's guard, which is

counter-balanced by an opportunity to
defend yourself when you get into your
guard. Also, there are several levels to
complete and achieve a certain time-

limit. The game also features an
alignment system, which will also be
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taken into account in the ranking of
ninja's. igi 2 game & trainer from ninja
core features a great combo system, a
skill tree with a very huge amount of

different skills, a complete level editor
with many different features such as

traps, enemy spawns etc. The graphics
are anime style, although sprite and

graphics quality isn't the best, but it is
pretty good and nothing to laugh at.
When you buy Igi 2 Game & Trainer,
you get the game, some maps, and a
training manual. The game has been

enhanced in several ways to make it a
better game: You can assign your own
co-ordinates to your three characters,

you can switch between characters in a
lane, and you can press C/Z to toggle a
cheat mode, so you don't get killed by
the enemy anymore. In Igi 2 Game &
Trainer you, as in real life, are a ninja.
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In this game you have to fight other
ninjas with their own skills. For each

fight you get hit points you will lose as
your health decreases. You also get

your items you collect during the fight.
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